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SOMMARIO 

Una delle piu’ recenti sfide nell´ambito dello sviluppo di sistemi automatici per la 
riproduzione di parlato audio-visivo è quella di riuscire a sviluppare un modello per la 
produzione di parlato espressivo bi-modale. In questa comunicazione verranno presentati i 
risultati del primo tentativo di far produrre ad una testa parlante svedese una sintesi audio-
visiva di parlato espressivo e si discuterá della messa a punto e dei risultati di due test 
percettivi condotti allo scopo di valutare l´espressivitá di questa testa parlante, inserita in un 
contesto simulato di interazione uomo-macchina.   

ABSTRACT 
This paper describes a first attempt at synthesis and evaluation of expressive visual 

articulation using an MPEG-4 based virtual talking head. The synthesis is data-driven, 
trained on a corpus of emotional speech recorded using optical motion capture. Each 
emotion is modelled separately using principal component analysis and a parametric 
coarticulation model.  

In order to evaluate the expressivity of the data driven synthesis two tests were 
conducted. Our talking head was used in interactions with a human being in a given 
realistic usage context. 

The interactions were presented to external observers that were asked to judge the 
emotion of the talking head. The participants in the experiment could only hear the voice of 
the user, which was a pre-recorded female voice, and see and hear the talking head. The 
results of the evaluation, even if constrained by the results of the implementation, clearly 
show that the visual expression plays a relevant role in the recognition of emotions.  

INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, there has been an increased interest for animated characters in a diverse 

array of applications: web services, automated tutors for e-learning, avatars in virtual 
conferencing and computer game characters. The concept of embodied conversational 
agents (ECAs) -- animated agents that are able to interact with a user in a natural way using 
speech, gesture and facial expression -- holds the potential of a new level of naturalness in 
human-computer interaction, where the machine is able to convey and interpret verbal as 
well as non-verbal communicative acts, ultimately leading to more robust, efficient and 
intuitive interaction.  

Audio visual speech synthesis, i.e. production of synthetic speech with properly 
synchronised movement of the visible articulators, is an important property of such agents, 
that not only improves realism, but also adds to the intelligibility of the speech output (c.f. 
Siciliano et al, 2003). Previous work on visual speech synthesis (see Beskow, 2003 for an 
overview) have typically been aimed at modeling neutral pronunciation. However, as the 



agents become more advanced, the need for affective and expressive speech arises. This 
presents a new challenge in acoustic as well as in visual speech synthesis. Several studies 
have shown how expressiveness and emotions affect our facial display, e.g. how we raise 
our eyebrows, move our eyes or blink, or nod and turn our head (Argyle & Cook, 1976, 
Ekman, 1982), some recent results (Nordstrand, et al. 2004, Magno Caldognetto, Cosi, 
Cavicchio, 2004) have also shown how articulation is affected by expressiveness in speech, 
in other words, articulatory parameters behave differently under the influence of different 
emotions.  

This paper describes recent experiments with synthesis of expressive emotional visual 
articulation in a virtual talking head. We have used a data-driven approach, training the 
system to recreate the dynamics of communicative and emotional facial expressions, in 
order to avoid cartoon-like expressions that can sometimes result from manually created 
expressions. By capturing the facial movement of humans we can gain valuable insight into 
how to control the synthetic agent’s facial expressions. To this end, a multimodal speech 
corpus of expressive speech has been collected, and this paper presents the first results of 
the implementation and evaluation of data-driven synthesis of expressive speech in a 
synthetic conversational agent based on this corpus. 

2. DATA COLLECTION 
To gain knowledge about how to drive our talking head, in terms of expressive non-

verbal and verbal behaviour, we have collected a multimodal corpus of emotional speech 
using an opto-electronic motion tracking system: Qualysis MacReflex1– which allows 
capturing the dynamics of emotional facial expressions. For this study, our speaker, a male 
native Swedish amateur actor, was instructed to produce 75 short sentences with the 6 basic 
emotions (happiness, sadness, surprise, disgust, fear and anger) plus neutral.  

A total of 29 IR-sensitive markers were attached to the speaker’s face, of which 4 
markers were used as reference markers (on the ears and on the forehead). The marker 
setup (as shown in figure 1) largely corresponds to MPEG-4 feature point (FP) 
configuration. Thanks to the reflective markers it is possible to record the 3D positions for 
each marker with sub-millimetre accuracy, each 1/60th second, by using four infrared 
cameras. Audio data was recorded on DAT-tape and visual data was recorded using a 
standard digital video camera and the optical motion tracking system (Beskow et al.1 
2004). 
 

3. TALKING HEAD MODEL 
Our talking head is based on the MPEG-4 Facial Animation standard (Pandzic & 

Forschheimer, 2002). It is a textured 3D-model of a male face comprised of approximately 
15000 polygons (Figure 3). The MPEG-4 standard allows the face to be controlled directly 
by number of parameters (FAPs, facial animation parameters). The FAPs specify the 
movements of a number of feature points in the face, and are normalized with respect to 
face dimensions, to be independent of the specific face model. Thus it is possible to drive 
the face from points measured on a face that differs in geometry with respect to the model. 
 

                                                            
1 http://www.qualisys.se/ (Mars2005)  



 

 
 

Figure 1 Marker placements on the speakers face for the recording of the 75 
sentences used to train the models for expressive articulation. 

4. DATA DRIVEN SYNTHESIS OF EXPRESSIVE SPEECH  
In order to synthesise visual articulation synchronised with acoustic speech, we start 

from a time-aligned transcription of the acoustic signal, a string of phonemes with 
associated start and end times. This transcription can be obtained from a text-to-speech 
system, if we are synchronising with synthetic speech, or it can be the result of a phonetic 
aligner such as NALIGN (Sjölander and Heldner, 2004) if we deal with pre-recorded 
speech. 

Given the phonetic specification, we need an algorithm that generates MPEG-4 
parameter tracks that can be used to animate the face model. We will refer to this as the 
articulatory control model. In order to produce convincing and smooth articulation, the 
articulatory control model will have to model coarticulation, which refers to the way in 
which the realisation of a phonetic segment is influenced by neighbouring segments. 

The recorded corpus with expressive speech will be used to create (train) articulatory 
control models for each of the recorded emotions, so that it learns to predict the patterns 
and is able to produce articulatory movements for novel (arbitrary) Swedish speech. Thus, 
expression and articulation are modelled in an integrated fashion. 

 
4.1 Articulatory control model 
 
We have adopted the coarticulation model by Cohen & Massaro (1993), which is based 

on Löfqvist's (1990) gestural theory of speech production. We have previously evaluated 
this model for data-driven modelling of neutral articulation, and found it to perform well 
compared to other models (Beskow, 2004). Thus it was a natural choice also for the task of 
modelling expressive speech. 

In the Cohen-Massaro model, each phonetic segment is assigned a target vector of 
articulatory parameters. The target values are then blended over time using a set of 
overlapping temporal dominance functions. The dominance functions take the shape of a 
pair of negative exponential functions, one rising and one falling. The height of the peak, 
the rate with which the dominance rises and falls, as well as the shape of the slope 
(exponent) are free parameters that can be adjusted independently for each phoneme and 
articulatory control parameter. 

The trajectory of a parameter z(t) can be calculated as 
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where N is the number of segments in the utterance, Ti denotes the target value for segment 
i and Di(t) denotes the dominance function for segment i, which given by the equation 
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where τi is the centre time of the segment, αi is a scaling factor used to control the 
degree of dominance for each segment, θi and φi are coefficients for forward- and backward 
coarticulation respectively.  

In it's original application by Cohen and Massaro, the model's free parameters were 
empirically determined through hand-tuning and repeated comparisons between synthesis 
and video recordings of a human speaker.  

In this work, we apply a data-driven training procedure based on minimisation of the 
error between predicted and measured trajectories. 

 
4.2 Data pre-processing 
 
The marker movements recorded with the Qualisys system provide the raw data for 

training the control model. However, before training, a number of steps were performed. 
First the marker movements were decomposed into global and local movement. This was 
done by expressing all points in a local coordinate system that is fixed to the head, which is 
consistent with MPEG-4 definition of axes: x-axis pointing left, y-axis pointing upward and 
z-axis pointing straight forward, in the direction of the nose. This coordinate system was 
defined using the reference markers on the ears and upper forehead. Global rotation angles 
were also calculated. MPEG-4 FAPs were extracted from the local point movements, using 
simple linear relations and normalisation factors.  

In the Cohen-Massaro algorithm, each articulatory parameter is modelled 
independently, thus it is advantageous if the modelled parameters can be considered 
reasonably independent. However, there is a considerable co-dependency between adjacent 
points in the face, and thus between MPEG-4 FAPs. One way to reduce co-dependency 
while at the same time decreasing the number of parameters is to perform a principal 
component analysis (PCA). For each of the emotions in the corpus, a separate PCA was 
performed. The top 10 principal components were able to explain 99% of the variation in 
the original FAP data streams. 

The data was also phonetically labelled based on the audio files using an automatic 
forced alignment procedure (Sjölander & Heldner, 2004), and the phonemes were mapped 
to 25 viseme categories. 

 
4.3 Training 
 
Each of the top 10 PC's were modeled individually using the Cohen-Massaro model of 

coarticulation. Separate models were trained for each of the 6+1 emotions (happy, sad, 



angry, surprised, disgusted, fearful and neutral). Of the approximately 70 sentences 
available for each emotion (a few were discarded due to measurement problems), ten were 
set aside for testing, and the rest were used for training. The training was carried out using 
the Matlab function fminunc, which implements the Gauss-Newton minimisation 
algorithm, with the error function defined as the summed squared distance between the 
measured and the predicted tracks. The training was terminated when the error over the test 
set stopped decreasing. To increase speed of convergence and robustness of the training, 
gradient information was also taken into account. See Beskow (2004) for a detailed 
description of the training procedure including calculation of the gradients. 

The resulting models can be used to generate expressive visual speech synthesis with 
the desired emotion to accompany arbitrary acoustic speech, either natural (phonetically 
aligned) or synthetic. 
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Figure 2  Cohen-Massaro model of a three-segment utterance 

 

5. EVALUATION 
In order to evaluate the expressivity of the talking head in interaction with a human 

being in a given realistic usage context two tests were designed and run. The talking head 
was inserted in an interactive situation in a simple scenario, where it had the role of a 
language tutor, interacting with a human user, who was intended to represent a student of 
Swedish who tries to learn to pronounce the word “Linköping” (the name of a Swedish 
city). Every time the student pronounces the word “Linköping” the language tutor reacts in 
an emotional way.  

This learning environment resulted to be the most appropriate for our purposes, since it 
allows the possibility to evaluate different expressions of emotions. In a learning 
environment in fact the ability to show emotion through facial expressions is central to 
ensure the quality of the tutor-learner interaction (Cooper, Brna, Martins, 2000). 

The interactions were presented to external observers that were asked to judge the 
emotion of the talking head/tutor. The participants in the experiment could only hear the 
voice of the user/student, which was a pre-recorded female voice, and see and hear the 
talking head.  

An example of this method is given by an experiment which was previously carried by 
(Granström, House & Swerts, 2002). 



This method offers the possibility to evaluate talking heads characteristics in a realistic 
usage scenario and in an interactive situation with a user, even without having a functional 
interactive dialogue system available. The disadvantage of this method is that it prevents 
the possibility to evaluate user experience, since the judgments are not given by the direct 
users of the simulated system, but by external observers.  

In these experiments a pre-recorded human voice was synchronized with the different 
visual expressions of the talking head. It was decided to use a pre-recorded human voice 
because the available Swedish speech synthesis is only neutral and by using only the 
neutral synthesis we could have not been able to determine which of the two channels plays 
the greatest role in the recognition of emotion. This is in fact still an open question. Some 
researchers state that most of the information about emotion is delivered by the auditive 
channel some other state that facial expressions of emotions clearly dominate over vocal 
expressions (Surakka & Hietanen 1998). 

 

5.1 Test 1: Design and Procedure  
Test 1 aimed at: 

• Evaluating the expressiveness of the talking head on the basis of the accuracy 
rate of human observers recognizing the emotional facial expressions in a 
given context. 

• Assessing the strength of the visual channel/modality on the recognition of 
emotion.  

• Determining the appropriateness of a given emotion in a given context and test 
whether the context would bias the responses of the participants. 

 
The talking head/tutor is shown in figure 3.  
 

 
Figure 3 The talking head/tutor 

 
The emotions expressed by the talking head/tutor were some of the Ekman basic ones:  

happy, sad, angry and neutral.  
All the interactions started in the same way with the learner saying a sentence including 

the word “Linköping” uttered with a pronunciation mistake, to which the talking head 
replies by correcting the pronunciation. At this point the learner repeats the word in one of 



the three following ways, which is thought to lead to an “appropriate” emotional reaction 
by the side of the talking head/tutor:  

1) with the correct pronunciation,  
2) with the same pronunciation mistake,  
3) with a different pronunciation mistake.  
Beside the stimuli with the “appropriate” emotional reactions, respectively happy, angry 

and sad, we created stimuli with all the possible combinations of auditive and visual stimuli 
for the three possible reactions; this way obtaining a total of 48 stimuli (4 emotions, 2 
channels, 3 interactions, consistent and inconsistent = 48 stimuli). See the accompanying 
video files for sample interactions. 

The four emotions were presented bi-modally, with consistent auditive and visual 
stimuli, for instance a sad visual expression with a sad voice and also with a mismatch 
between the auditive and visual stimuli, for instance a sad visual expression with a happy 
voice. The presentation of all these conditions provides an informative picture of how the 
two speech modalities are processed, this way it is possible to asses which 
channel/modality (audio or video) plays a more relevant role in the recognition of emotion. 

Ten Swedish native speakers (5 male and 5 female around 25-30 years) volunteered in 
taking part to the evaluation test. They were instructed to watch and listen to the talking 
head/tutor interacting with the human/learner and judge which emotion the talking head 
was expressing in the last turn of each interaction.  

They were instructed to mark their answer on a separate answering sheet, choosing 
among the four possible answers: angry, neutral, happy, sad.  

The test-session lasted about 15 minutes.  
 

5.1.1. Test 1: Results  
The test design consisted of three different situations; in each of them one emotional 

reaction of the tutor was considered to be appropriate:  
in situation 1 the tutor has a happy reaction,  
in situation 2 the tutor gets angry  
in situation 3 the tutor gets sad. 
One of the aim of this test was to verify whether the context would bias the responses of 

the participants. The results show that the situation where the tutor gets angry is the only 
one that bias the responses of the participants in the test, however angry is generally 
overrepresented (see figure 4). The results, collapsed for the three situations, are reported in 
the confusion matrix in table 1.  

The matrix shows the distribution of the responses (in four possible groups: neutral, 
happy, sad and angry) for all the stimuli combinations (both the consistent stimuli and the 
inconsistent ones). 

The results show that for consistent stimuli emotion recognition is quite good: 87% for 
neutral and happy, 70% for sad and 93% for angry.  

For inconsistent stimuli the visual stimuli have a stronger influence than the auditive 
ones on the recognition of the expression of emotion. The only exception is for the stimuli 
a-angry/v-sad, and a-angry/v-neutral, where the auditive stimuli (i.e. angry) seems to have a 
stronger role on the recognition. 
For those stimuli consisting of neutral audio + visual expression of emotion, the responses 
of the subjects are clearly influenced by the visual stimuli. 
 



 
Figure 4 Total number of responses for each emotion for the thee different situation 
 

  v-neutral v-happy v-sad v-angry 

a-neutral neutral 87% 13% 23% 30% 

 happy 3% 73% 0 0 

 sad 3% 7% 43% 10% 

 angry 7% 7% 33% 60% 

a-happy neutral 57% 3% 23% 10% 

 happy 40% 87% 13% 10% 

 sad 0 0 33% 3% 

 angry 3% 10% 30% 83% 

a-sad neutral 83% 20% 13% 20% 

 happy 3% 67% 0 7% 

 sad 13% 13% 70% 20% 

 angry 0 0 17% 73% 

a-angry neutral 53% 0 13% 0 

 happy 0 60% 0 3% 

 sad 10% 0 23% 3% 

 angry 40% 40% 63% 93% 
Table 1 Confusion matrix for the recognition test. 

(“v” before the emotion stands for visual and “a” stands for auditive stimuli.) 
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Figure 5 shows the percentage of the recognition rates for those stimuli in which the 
audio stimulus is neutral, while the visual stimulus shows the different emotions. 
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Figure 5 Recognition rates for stimuli with neutral audio and varying visual expression of 
emotion. 
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Figure. 6  Recognition rates for stimuli with neutral video and varying audio expression of 
emotion. 
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Figure 7a Distribution of the total responses for the mismatched stimuli vsad-ahap 
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Figure 7b Distribution of the total responses for the mismatched stimuli vhap-asad. 
 



For the stimuli consisting of neutral video and the auditive expression of emotion, the 
responses of the subjects seem to be influenced mostly by the auditive stimuli, in particular 
for angry. This is shown in figure 6. 

In almost all cases the participants in the experiment choose among the four possible 
responses one of the two emotions employed in the stimulus, with prevalent influence from 
the visual stimulus. In a few cases there is however a scattered distribution of the responses, 
and this occurs when  the two stimuli are opposite to each other, as for instance in the case 
of  v-sad/a-happy and v-happy/a-sad.. In the first two cases we would expect that the two 
opposite stimuli neutralize each other and that the response of the participants be neutral (as 
a kind of Mc Gurk effect); the results show instead a dispersion of the responses  for the 
mismatched stimuli v-sad/a-hap, see figure 7a. 
For the stimuli v-hap-a-sad there is happy as a prevailing response with 67%, but in this 
case 20% of the responses go to neutral (see fig 7b).  

 These results show that the visual channel/modality has a stronger influence than the 
auditive one on the recognition of emotion.  

One of the implications of such results could be the possibility of eventually producing 
expressive audiovisual speech synthesis by simply adding visual correlates of emotions to a 
neutral speech synthesis.  
 

5.2 Test 2:  Design and Procedure 
The second test aimed at determining whether the observers preferred the expressive 

talking head to the non-expressive. 
The same participants as in test 1 were exposed to a pair-wise presentation of the three 

interactions in which the three emotions were presented once with corresponding auditive 
and visual emotion: v-happy/a-happy, v-sad/a-sad, v-angry/a-angry,   once with a neutral 
visual expression and the three different emotions expressed only the auditive channel: v-
neutral/a-happy, v-neutral/a-sad, v-neutral/a-angry. The test had a total of 6 stimuli.   

The 15 participants were asked to judge which interaction they preferred. 
At the end of the test they were also asked whether they would like to use such a system 

with a language tutor capable of expressing emotions, and they were given the possibility to 
express they own comments related to the experiment. 

 

5.2.1 Test 2: Results 
The results, reported in table 2, show that the participants in the experiment seem to 

prefer the bimodal stimuli only in the case of “angry”, even if they commented that the 
angry expression was overdriven.  

For happy 80% of the participants prefer the stimulus without the visual expression, and 
this is likely to depend on the fact that in the happy visual expression the tutor was smiling 
in such a way that his gums were shown, which did not appeal our participants very much 
(many of them expressed negative comments on the happy expression).  

For sad 50% of the participants prefers the stimuli with the visual expression and 50% 
without the visual expression. Sad was also the worst recognized emotion among the 
others. 

All the participants said that they would like to use a dialogue system with a language 
tutor capable of expressing emotions, even if they would not like him to become as angry 
as in the test. 

These results seem to point out that it is not a simple question to find an adequate 
context for letting a talking head express the basic emotions. Not all the emotions seem to 
be appropriate in the context of the language tutor interaction with a student.  



 
 

% Happy Angry Sad 
Bimodal (with 
visual emotion) 20% 90% 50% 
Unimodal (with 
neutral visual 
emotion) 80% 10% 50% 

 
Table 2 Percentages of preferences for unimodal and bimodal stimuli. 

  

6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper describes a first attempt at synthesising and evaluating expressive visual 

articulation using an MPEG-4 based virtual talking head. The results of the evaluations test 
are encouraging and they clearly show that the visual expression plays a more relevant role 
in the recognition of emotions than the auditive one. However, there are still some obvious 
artefacts in the results that can be traced back to inconsistencies in the training data, for 
instance the fact that the happy expression displayed too much of the gums above the upper 
teeth.  

At present we are checking the training data in order to be able to produce an improved 
version of the expressive synthesis, which will be also evaluated. Other pending 
improvements of the synthesis include usage of contextual information in the definition of 
the visemes. 

7. MULTIMEDIA EXAMPLES 
The following sample video files are available on the CD-ROM: 

 
link1_aang_vang.mov Example of consistent stimulus with angry expression in 

both modalities 
link1_asad_vhap.mov Example of inconsistent stimulus with sad voice and 

happy face 
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